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Ferroelastic domains generate polarity near domain walls via the flexoelectric effect. Applied electric fields
change the wall dipoles and generate additional dipoles in the bulk. Molecular dynamics simulations show that
the thickness of domain walls changes when an electric field is applied to the sample. Fields parallel to the
walls lead to expansion of the wall thickness while fields perpendicular to the wall lead to shrinking of the
wall thickness. The interactions between polar domain walls expand over more than 45 unit cells, the resulting
forces change the wall-wall distances if pinning effects are small. The interaction increases nonlinearly with
decreasing wall-wall distances favoring equal wall distances as the consequence of energy minimization under
the constraints of a constant number of domain walls. Even for small groups of three walls the sequence of
walls is locally periodic: assemblies of three parallel domain walls arrange themselves so that the intermediate
domain wall is located exactly in the middle between the two outer walls. The driving force is appreciable if the
distance between the outer domain walls is below approximately 30 lattice units. Pairs of domain walls often
form needle domains where the shaft of the needle is ca. 3 lattice units wide. The movement of needle domains
under applied electric field was simulated. The advancement and retraction of needles is larger in finite samples
with charge-free surfaces than under periodic boundary conditions in the bulk. The needle tip moves even more
freely when the sample surface is charged.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.3.114405
I. INTRODUCTION
Ferroelasticity is defined by the ferroelastic hysteresis [1]
where the dominant hysteretic process is the progression
and retraction of needle domains [2–12]. Needle domains do
indeed dominate most ferroelastics, although there are a few
cases where this is not the case. The dynamics of the switching
process leads to avalanche mechanisms where each switch
has a high probability to induce secondary switches [6,13–
18]. These switches are largely athermal because the energy
barriers between different domain states are usually much
greater than the thermal energy. It was shown that ferroelastic
domain boundaries are generally polar [19–25]. The first
example was CaTiO3 [19] where polarity was observed in
transmission electron microscopy. This observation was fur-
ther confirmed by other techniques, such as second harmonic
generation (SHG) [20,23,26,27]. Polarity was also predicted
on theoretical grounds [24]. Experimentally, it was found that
virtually all ferroelastic domain walls contain some polarity
[25] and hence a new question arose: Can a ferroelastic needle
domain be switched by an electric field, rather than by strain?
Gao et al. [28] argued that in thin film ferroelectric devices,
switching of ferroelastic domains significantly enhances the
electromechanical response. Switching dynamics of individ-
ual ferroelastic domains in thin Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3 films un-




dislocations at the substrate interface [28]. For both electrical
and mechanical switching, ferroelastic switching seems to
occur most readily at the highly active tips of ferroelastic
needle domains. Such switching of ferroelastic domains in
ferroelectric BaTiO3 was observed in low energy electron
microscope (LEEM) experiments [29]. Electric switching of
90 degree domains in BaTiO3 follows the same patterns as
purely ferroelastic switching [30]. The predominance of strain
induced (ferroelastic) switching over electric field induced
(ferroelectric) switching is expected because the elastic de-
grees of freedom carry substantially more energy than the
electric component [7].
In a different scenario, the observed electric movement of
needle domains in SrTiO3 was shown to stem mainly from the
dielectric anisotropy which expands or shrinks a domain [31]
so that one might conclude that electric switching requires
either dielectric anisotropy or the rapid formation of disloca-
tions. To test this hypothesis we used a dielectrically isotopic,
ferroelastic toy model to show that a needle domain can also
be moved by an electric field even when the dielectric re-
sponse is isotropic. Furthermore, needle domains may change
their internal structure under an electric field because the cou-
pling (biquadratic or gradient coupling) between strain and
polarization will change when one component is constrained
by an external field [32–36]. We use molecular dynamics
simulations to confirm this effect in a simple toy model. An
applied electric field in “purely” ferroelastic materials with
no polarity in the bulk also changes the internal properties
of domain walls and their interactions. A change of the wall
thickness changes the wall energy and we show in this paper
that such changes are significant. Interactions between twin
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TABLE I. The interaction potential in binary system. For different ranges of nearest neighbor (NN) interactions, we set different forms of
potential function to describe them. Besides the short-range interactions, the long-range Coulomb forces were considered.
Interactions Range Potential form
First NN 20(r − 1)2
Second NN −10(r − √2)2 + 8000(r − √2)4Short-range
A-A Third NN 8(r − 3)4
Fourth NN −10(r − √5)2 + 5100(r − √5)4
Long-range – Coulomb interaction, dielectric constant = 1000
First NN 20(r − 1)2Short-rangeB-B Second NN 1.5(r − √2)2
Long-range – Coulomb interaction, dielectric constant = 1000
Short-range First NN 3.5(r − 1)2A-B
Long-range – Coulomb interaction, dielectric constant = 1000
walls are equally impacted by changes of the internal wall
structure and the orientation of induced dipoles in the walls
and in the bulk. These changes relate to the compactification
of multiple well potentials [37] to minimizers that generally
depend on the internal structure of the wall when several
order parameters are activated to generate a domain wall
[32,33,38,39]. An early approach [40] to introduce explicit
wall-wall interactions was to consider overlapping wall pro-
files of parallel domain walls. This interaction was formulated
to be exponential and repulsive. It was assumed to extend
only over very few lattice units corresponding to direct strain-
strain interactions. Unexpectedly, Bratkovsky and Levanyuk
[41] found no such contributions to the dielectric response by
interacting domain walls and no ordering within their analyt-
ical theory. Here we show that both the short range elastic
interaction exist as also much more long-ranging interactions
between domain walls when the dipolar nature of the domain
wall is taken into account. We report interaction distances well
beyond 25 unit cells, which amounts to typical wall distances
of some 125 nm. This result agrees perfectly with recent
observations by Everhardt et al. [42] who reports domain wall
interactions for distances of >100 nm.
II. ATOMIC MODEL
Molecular dynamic simulations are based on a two-
dimensional toy model with two base atoms (A and B) car-
rying opposite charges [25]. This model is based on simple
nonlinear elastic interactions (Landau springs) and harmoni-
cally coupled displacements of charged particles [40,43,44].
The potential of the cation A and anion B sublattices are
kept the same as in Ref. [27]. The interaction between the
A-B sublattices was strengthened to produce a stronger cou-
pling effect between strain and charge, mimicking the electric
field driven effects (piezoelectricity or electrostriction) in real
materials [21,45,46]. The model parameters are inspired by
SrTiO3 with the energy scale determined by Tc = 105 K, a
typical ferroelastic shear angle of 2°, and wall dipoles related
to displacements of 6 pm as observed in CaTiO3 [19]. All
modified model parameters are summarized in Table I.
The polar displacement in each unit lattice is defined as
the displacement of anion with respect to the center position
of its four cation neighbors. The direction points from anion
to the averaged position of cations. We then determine the
polarization P = qs/V , where q is the electron charge, s =√
s2x + s2y is the polar displacement for each unit cell, and V is
the volume of the unit cell.
We compute the ferroelastic nanostructures using the
large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator
(LAMMPS). First, the internal structure of domain walls and
their distances for pairs of wall, such as in the shafts of needle
domains, were simulated under periodic boundary conditions.
The relevant simulations were carried out under a fixed num-
ber of particles, temperature, and pressure, known as the
isothermal-isobaric ensemble [47,48]. The sample lengths in
the x and y directions depend on the applied field due to
electrostrictive and piezoelectric effects. The simulation box
contains four domain walls at different interwall distance. One
pair of domain walls is separated by three layers of the A
lattice and four layers of the B lattice. A second pair contains
a spacer of five layers of the A lattice and six layers of the
B lattice. One solitary domain wall is located at the top of
the simulation box. This configuration was constructed to
investigate a single domain wall and multi-wall interactions
(where the interwall distances were adjusted). The direct
interactions between two domain walls with varies interwall
distances were investigated by using sandwich configurations
under periodic boundary conditions [6].
In a separate simulation, we investigated the movement of
needles driven by the direct coupling between external electric
field and wall dipoles under periodic boundary conditions.
The relevant simulations were based on the same isothermal-
isobaric ensemble [47,48]. Finally, open boundary conditions
were used to simulate the movement of needles including
surface effects. We use one charge-free configuration and one
charged surface configuration. The charge-free configuration
possesses surface layers with an equal number of A and B
atoms [49]. The surface layer is the crystallographic plane
(11) and the needle domain is declined by ca. 45 degrees
from the surface, i.e., the needle direction is [01]. We apply
an electric field along, perpendicular and under 45 degree
inclined to the needle direction, namely, along [01], [10],
and [11]. A charged surface configuration was constructed
to mimic a two-dimensional thin film assembly in which the
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FIG. 1. (a) The model domain structure consists of one solitary
wall (indicated by “1”) and three close walls (indicated by “3”). The
atoms are colored according to the local shear strain εxy. (b) The
strain profiles of the lone wall for A and B sublattices. The shear
strain εxy follows the usual tanh-profile while the strains in the y
direction εyy show a complex profile like a breather [1].
charged surface can survive due to the electrostatic effect.
The left and bottom surfaces have A atom terminations, while
the upper and right surfaces have B atom terminations. Such
configurations may also be observed in bulk materials on a
fairly local scale [50].
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Single domain walls
We created a simulation box with 40 lattice units in the
x direction and 132 lattice units in the y direction, as shown
in Fig. 1(a). It contains a single domain wall (indicated by
“1”) and three twin walls with smaller distances (indicated
by “3”). Electric dipoles appear inside the domain wall and
are aligned parallel to the wall. Additional small canted
dipoles occur in adjacent layers. A similar configuration was
found experimentally in CaTiO3 [19,51]. The combination of
displacement vectors defines the polarization pattern in and
near the wall. The A and B sublattices are heavily strained at
the domain wall. The strains are defined by the ferroelastic
order parameter εxy and a secondary order parameter εyy. The
profiles are shown in Fig. 1(b), where εxy follows the classic
tanh-profile while εyy displays a breather with a much broader
profile than εxy [1].
Electrical fields were then applied with Ex along [10], Exy
along [11], and Ey along [01]. The applied electric field was
held constant for 70 ps at each step while the structure was
allowed to relax. This time is much longer than the character-
istic phonon time of the bulk material at T = 0.001 K, namely,
τphonon = 3.85 ps. A bulk area [indicated by “2” in Fig. 1(a)]
contains the same number of atoms and was recorded for
comparison with the wall region. The electric field shifts the
A and B sublattices against each other. These shifts lead to
small structural changes in the wall when an electric field
Ex is applied. The field-induced strain (εyy) is in the order
of magnitude 10−4. Figure 2(a) shows the averaged lattice
parameters 〈b〉 along the y direction (expressed as lattice
repetition unit, which is defined as the repetition unit in the
undisturbed bulk).
The wall thickness was measured by the lattice repeti-
tion length between adjacent four layers across the wall and
FIG. 2. (a) Averaged lattice parameter 〈b〉 as a function of the
external electric field. (b) The dipole configurations of the lone wall
under fields along [10] and [01] orientations. The applied field Ex
leads to an expansion of the domain wall, while the field Ey leads to
the contraction of the domain wall.
was found to be smaller than in the bulk for Ey and Exy
but not for Ex. The change of the repetition units can be
rationalized in the bulk by parallel, induced dipoles gener-
ating repulsive forces [Fig. 2(b)] and a positive (expanding)
electrostrictive effect. Near domain walls, the interactions
are more complex. An electrostrictive effect is superposed
by a weak piezoelectric effect [Fig. 2(a)]. The overall trend
is the expansion of the domain wall width by an applied
field Ex. In contrast, a field Ey contracts the domain wall
width following a head-to-tail configuration of the induced
dipoles [Fig. 2(b)]. The field Exy also contracts the domain
wall width and shows negative electrostriction in the wall
and bulk, as shown in Fig. S1 [52]. This electric field also
changes the wall structure where the tanh-profile of the pri-
mary strain order parameter is initially accompanied by a
breather profile of wall lattice parameters under an applied
field Ex [1]. Strong breather-type singularities are found for
εyy. This profile is similar to those found in surface strain
simulations [49,53]. The breather flattens with increasing field
Ey. The thickness of the domain wall decreases accordingly.
Note that the thickness of the domain walls (∼4 lattice units)
depends on the model parameters. Nevertheless, the fact that
the domain wall thickness is field dependent was found in all
simulations.
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FIG. 3. (a) Domain structure consists of two interactive twin walls. The atomic asymmetric structure is colored according to the atomic-
level shear strain εxy. (b) The overlapping strain profiles of a wall pairs with d = 8 lattice units. (c) A lattice contraction is caused by the
attractive forces of the antiparallel wall dipole arrays (d = 30 lattice units and 50 lattice units). (d) The local area indicated by the black
rectangular in (c). The magnitude of local strain is on order of ∼10−7.
B. Wall-wall interactions
Wall-wall interactions were simulated under periodic
boundary conditions. The single twin structure in Fig. 1(a)
is now replaced by pairs of twin planes with constant length
(40 lattice units) in the x-axis direction and variable inter wall
distances d (3 lattice units < d < 50 lattice units) in the y-axis
direction. Figure 3(a) shows an example with d = 8 lattice
units. Direct wall interactions due to the overlapping strain
of the B sublattice are observed [Fig. 3(b)]. This interaction
reduces the interwall distances including the change of the
wall thickness. Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) shows the contraction of
the wall pairs caused by the interaction of two antiparallel
dipole arrays residing inside the twin walls. The interwall
distances (d = 30, 50 lattice units) are already quite large
and beyond the expected overlap length of two isolated walls
(see Fig. 4). The lattice contraction beyond the overlapping
regions of the two solitary walls stems from the attractive
forces of the two antiparallel dipole arrays of the two domain
walls. This local contraction is small (εyy ∼ 10−7) [Fig. 3(d)]
compared with the contraction induced by the overlapping
strains (εyy ∼ 10−4).
We now describe the interaction energy of the two parallel
domain walls (Fig. 4). The total energy depends on the system
size. The systems have the same dimension in the x direction
and vary in the y direction. In the case of noninteracting walls
the energy is a simple superposition of the wall and the bulk
energy. The averaged bulk potential energy is −27.41 meV
per atom. The averaged excess energy of two polar walls with
respect to the bulk is 1.86 meV per atom, which corresponds
to some 1.19 × 10−9 mJ/m in perovskite. This value is close
to wall energies estimated in three-dimensional structures,
which is 20 mJ/m2 by taking into account the thickness of
the sample of ca. 10−10 m [54–56]. The equivalent potential
energy for the bulk and nonpolar walls (when the charges in
our model are set to zero) is 10.95 meV. The excess energy of
two nonpolar walls is 1.87 meV per atom, which corresponds
to some 1.19 × 10−9 mJ/m in perovskites. The dependence of
the potential energy is shown for both scenarios in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b). We now consider a fixed system size comprising
rows of 121 A atoms and 121 B atoms in the y direction.
Within this system we separate the twin walls between 8
and 45 lattice units. For each configuration we calculate
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FIG. 4. The potential energy per atom of the twin pair in a matrix
as a function of the system size perpendicular to the walls for (a)
polar walls and (b) nonpolar walls. For a fixed system size (around
120 atoms in the y direction), the potential energy changes as a
function of the twin distance for (c) polar walls and (d) nonpolar
walls. The polar twin walls have repulsive force for distances d < 25
lattice units and attractive force for d > 25 lattice units. There is no
such attractive interaction for nonpolar walls.
the potential energy. In noninteracting systems, the resulting
potential energy is independent of the interwall distance.
Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show that this is only the case for the
largest interwall distances. For small distances we find a steep
exponential decay followed by a weak attractive potential in
case of polar walls. In the case of nonpolar walls, we find
only the exponential decay. The interesting feature is that
the repulsive short-range interaction extends to approximately
20–30 lattice units in the nonpolar system. In the polar
system we find an energy minimum near 25 lattice units.
For larger distances we find a weak attractive dipole-dipole
interaction. The corresponding equilibrium distance is hence
near 25 lattice units, which corresponds to approximately
125 nm in a typical perovskite structure. The field dependence
of the pair interaction is shown in Fig. 5. This result is
crucial for the understanding of wall-wall interactions. Elas-
tic interactions lead to repulsion over very small distances
while the additional dipole moments in domain walls lead
to much longer interactions and a shallow energy minimum
which is the origin of an “intrinsically” stable interwall
distance.
FIG. 5. (a) Averaged lattice parameter 〈b〉 as a function of the
external electric field for a pair of domain walls with the wall-wall
distance of 8 lattice units. (b) The dipole configurations of wall under
fields in the [10] and [01] directions. The unit length is defined as
the repetition length in the bulk with no twin boundaries. The field-
free state shows a slightly reduced lattice unit because of the wall-
wall interaction. Fields lead to electrostrictive expansion (Ex) and
contraction (Ey).
The interaction of pairs of domain walls demonstrates that
the “primary” order parameter, namely the shear strain follows
simple tanh-profiles and is hardly influenced by the wall-wall
interaction while the “secondary” order parameter of the com-
pressive strain perpendicular to the twin wall shows a complex
behavior. The profile of the domain wall is greatly modified,
first with respect to the bulk structure and, second, with
respect to the wall-wall interaction. This leads to a contraction
of the wall thickness and of the bulk that is sandwiched
between the walls. The energy profile in Fig. 4(c) shows that
the wall-wall interaction is repulsive for short distances and
attractive for larger distances. For short distances this shows
the predicted exponential repulsion, which stems from the
overlap between the walls and the resulting higher density
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FIG. 6. The variation of potential energy as the function of the
position of inner domain wall, while the positions of two outer
domain walls are kept the same. The distance between two outer
walls are (a) 10 lattice units and (b) 30 lattice units. The system has
the lowest energy when the inner domain wall is right in the middle.
The colors of atomic images are coded according to the atomic-level
shear strain εxy. The red and blue regions represent two oriented
domains and the green layer represents the domain wall.
of the local structure. This higher density leads to excess
energies, which repel the two walls.
C. Multi-wall interactions and the sideways
movement of domain walls
The interwall interaction leads to specific array patterns,
most commonly needle domains with equal distance when the
interwall distances are sufficiently small. We now explore the
origin of the equidistant configuration by keeping two outer
domain walls at a constant distance while a third inner domain
wall is allowed to move sideways. This is the configuration
investigated by Everhardt et al. [43]. We choose d = 10 lattice
units [Fig. 6(a)] and 30 lattice units [Fig. 6(b)] for the two
FIG. 7. (a) Double needle with two tips in a system under peri-
odic boundary conditions. (b), (c) Atomic images with dipole vectors
for site 1 and 2, respectively. The colors are coded by the atomic-level
shear strain εxy.
outer walls. In either case we find an energy minimum for
the third wall exactly in the middle. The energy difference
between the middle position and the slightly shifted position
(position 2 and 3) is very small. We find energy shifts in
the order of magnitude of 0.1 meV/atom for d = 8 and
0.001 meV/atom for d = 30. This small energy explains why
sideways movements are hard to observe experimentally when
the walls are widely spaced: The energy gain is very small
compared with common pinning energies of domain walls.
D. Direct coupling between electric fields and needle domains
We now explore whether a direct coupling between the
electric field and a needle domain can advance or retract a
needle. A needle domain with two tips at the opposite ends of
the needle (a “double needle”) was constructed under periodic
boundary conditions [Fig. 7(a)]. The needle domains grow
along the [01] direction (y axis) with a thickness of around
three lattice units. The aspect ratio varies from 17.6 to 19
during the motion. Without external mechanical or electric
forces this configuration is unstable because the double needle
shrinks and disappears to minimize the energy. To stabilize the
double needle initially, we fixed the atomic positions of the
upper part of the needle and released the lower needle. This
situation is similar to the pinning of a double needle at one
end. The relaxed needle is shown in Fig. 7(a). The needle shaft
and tip areas are colored by normal strain in the x direction
(εxx) [Figs. 7(b) and 7(c)]. The lattice planes near the needle
shaft in Fig. 7(b) contract in the x direction compared with the
bulk structure [the green areas in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c)] as shown
for single wall. The strain field near the needle tip shows
typical butterfly patterns due to the existence of kinks near the
tip. Such Eshelby patterns were seen in similar simulations of
kink structures in Ref. [57].
We then apply electric fields along the [10], [01], and [11]
directions. To observe the needle moving due to the coupling
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FIG. 8. The movement of needle domain in a system with periodic boundary conditions under applied electric fields. (a) The variation of
tip position as a function of electric field. (b)–(d) The typical atomic images and corresponding dipole configurations under the field along [10]
(Ex), [11] (Exy), and [01] (Ey), respectively. The colors are coded by the atomic-level shear strain εxy.
between charge and strain, a sinusoidal electric field with
amplitude 1.77 × 108 V/cm and time repetition 1000τphonon
was implemented. For fields beyond some pinning value of
|E | ≈ 5 × 107 V/cm in the [10] and [11] directions, the field
moves the needle downwards by ca. 3 ∼ 4 lattice units while
the electric field in the [01] direction (|E | > 1.3 × 108 V/cm)
moves the needle upwards [Fig. 8(a)]. Under periodic bound-
ary conditions, any surface effect is excluded from the sim-
ulation. The only driving force for the moving needle stems
from the rotating dipoles [Figs. 8(b)–8(d)], which change
the profiles at the needle tip (wall thickness, shear angle,
etc.). The needle tip, as the most active part in the needle,
can be initially activated when the field is increased beyond
the depinning values. The strain patterns are different for
electric fields in different directions notably for needle moving
upwards for a field in the [01] direction and downwards for
fields in the [10] and [11] directions. Our simulations under
periodic boundary conditions identify the rotations of wall
dipoles to account for moving needle twins in ferroelastic
materials under external electric field.
For fields beyond some pinning potential, the needle tip
moves by 3 ∼ 4 lattice units. In the previous resonant piezo-
electric spectroscopy (RPS) experiments [21,58], the authors
found large elastic softening caused by the moving domain
structures in SrTiO3. To test whether the surface makes a
difference for the moving twins, we constructed a single nee-
dle under open boundary conditions (Fig. 9). The orientation
of the needle domain is 45◦ with respect to the edge of the
simulation box. The thickness of the needle domain is around
3 lattice units, and aspect ratio varies between 4.6 to 9.6
during the wall motion. The free surfaces in our simulation
possess an equal number of A and B atoms. The surfaces in
our simulation are therefore charge-free. This configuration
was previously investigated by Barrett et al. [59]. Similar
to the case with periodic boundary conditions, the needle
domain can easily retract to the surface to lower the energy.
To retain the needle, the sample surface was fixed, the entire
structure was then relaxed, the needle in the end stops at some
depth below the sample surface. The dipoles inside the shaft
are basically parallel to each other except for a slight tilting
near the needle tip while the dipoles near the double kinks
are more strongly rotated [Fig. 9(b)]. The electric fields used
in this simulation are the same as with periodic boundary
configuration. Electric fields along the [10], [11], and [01]
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FIG. 9. (a) The configuration of a needle domain in a system with
charge-free surfaces. The needle length is along the y-[01] direction.
The colors are coded by the atomic-level shear strain εxy. (b) Local
needle tip areas with the dipole vectors.
directions were then applied. The maximum movement of the
needle tip can now reach more than 15 lattice units for electric
field in the [11] direction (|Ex| = |Ey| = 1.77 × 108 V/cm).
The strain patterns near the needle tip are shown in Fig. 10.
The maximum displacement is seen under maximum electric
field. The tip movement extends over some 10 lattice units
for field in the x-axis direction and in the y-axis direction
[see Fig. 10(a)]. Thus, movement is asymmetric with positive
electric field Ex moving the needle more than the negative
field [Fig. 10(a)]. The inverse holds for Ey. The maximum
movement is achieved for the field in the [11] direction,
when positive and negative electric fields move the needle tip.
During their movement under periodic external field cycles
the surface needles show periodic propagation and retraction,
together with internal friction. The frictional energy loss
is seen by loops near fields of |Ex| = |Ey| = 107 V/cm in
Fig. 10(a). The movement under Exy is nearly friction free [red
curves in Fig. 10(a)].
FIG. 10. The movement of needle domain in a system with charge-free surfaces under applied electric fields. (a) The variation of tip
position as a function of electric field. (b)–(d) The typical atomic images under the field along [10] (Ex), [11] (Exy), and [01] (Ey), respectively.
The colors are coded by the atomic-level shear strain εxy.
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FIG. 11. (a) Needle twin structures in system with charged sur-
face. The colors are coded by the atomic-level shear strain εxy. (b),
(c) Atomic images with dipole vectors for site 1 and 2, respectively.
E. Dancing needles in thin films with charged surfaces
The biggest movement of the needle tip is seen when the
sample surface terminations are either A or B atoms. This
implies that the sample surface is charged, which may occur in
thin films or in bulk material under special cleavage conditions
or light illumination [50,59–61]. An applied electric field
induces surface strain by attracting and repulsing the surface
atoms. We make use of this configuration to enhance the
field induced needle domain movement. The simulation box is
shown in Fig. 11. The temperature was set to be T = 0.001 K
and the phonon time scale was calculated to be the same as for
periodic and charge-free surface systems (τphonon = 3.85 ps).
Sinusoidal field with periodicities (τ = N × τphonon, where
N = 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 8, 10, 13, 20, 50, 100) were implemented
with an amplitude of 1.5 × 107 V/cm. Fixing the atomic
positions at the top and bottom of the sample stabilizes the
initial configuration. Under these conditions the needle cannot
completely retract. The thickness of the needle domain is
around 3 lattice units with an aspect ratio varying from 24.6
to 36.3 during wall motion. The strain εxx resonates for high
frequencies with acoustic phonons. The resonance loops are
shown by Fig. S2(a) [52]. As N increases, the loops disappear
and a phase shift between the input field and the induced
strains approaches 180◦. The length of the needle tip increases
to 70 lattice units (see Fig. S2(b) in the Supplemental Material
[52]) (the moving length is defined as the distance between
the maximum and minimum positions of the needle tips under
different N). All further simulations were then performed at a
time scale N = 100 to avoid such resonance phenomena.
The needle moves more than 35 lattice units under the
sinusoidal electric field in the [11] and [01] directions and
less for the field along [10] (Fig. 12). This latter direction is
perpendicular to the needle direction. As the upper and lower
surface layers are charged, this field could, in principle, lead to
a shear movement which would advance or retract the needle
tip. The two charged layers are fixed, however, to stabilize the
needle so that the immobility of the needle is a consequence of
this boundary condition. The atoms near the surfaces interact
FIG. 12. (a) Moving needles in systems with charged surfaces
under applied electric fields Ex , Exy, and Ey. States 1, 2, and 3 refer
to the system without field, with field of −1.5 × 107 V/cm, and
with field of +1.5 × 107 V/cm, respectively. (b)–(d) The movement
of needle tip moves under the field along the [10], [11], and [01]
directions. For fields along the [11] and [01], the moving distance of
propagation and retraction could reach around 35 lattice units.
with the external electric field, and the induced shear strain
is very large compared with the previous needle strain under
periodic boundary conditions or in systems without surface
charges. The needle tip retracts when the applied field changes
sign [see Fig. 12(a)]. The movement of the needle tip follows
the field and does not show any energy loss. The needle now
dances to the tune of the field. The driving forces for the
moving needles are not only the direct coupling effect with
the wall dipoles, but also mainly via large strain fields near
the surfaces.
To clarify the different surface relaxations in these three
systems, we compared the surface strains under electric
field in the [11] direction (Ex = Ey = 1.5 × 107 V/cm) (see
Fig. 13). The charged surface system exhibited larger sur-
face strains [Figs. 13(a) and 13(b)] than charge-free surfaces
[Figs. 13(e) and 13(f)]. The surface is absent under periodic
boundary conditions [Figs. 13(c) and 13(d)], and direct cou-
pling drives the needle movement. The field driven needle
movement, hence, stems from direct coupling effect between
strain and charge in needle tips (ca. 3 ∼ 4 lattice units in our
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FIG. 13. Comparisons of surface strains (εxx and εyy) induced by external electric field in charged surfaces (a), (b), periodic (c), (d), and
charge-free surfaces (e), (f). The surface relaxations under external electric field (Ex = Ey = 1.5 × 107 V/cm) in charged surface system is
stronger than that with charge-free surfaces. No surface relaxation exists under periodic boundary conditions, where very small moving distance
(3 ∼ 4 lattice units) was observed.
model), the charge-free surface can provide a stronger driving
forces to move the needle via additional surface relaxations.
Our charge-free surface configuration under sinusoidal elec-
tric field mimics the scenario in RPS experiment, where a
large elastic softening was observed due to the moving twin
structures [26]. The surface relaxation in the system with
charged surfaces supply the biggest driving forces compared
with the charge-free surface and periodic boundary scenarios.
IV. CONCLUSION
The retraction of needle domains over larger temperature
intervals is commonly observed [16,31,62] and has been
explained in terms of the elastic properties of the ferroelastic
domain structures [11,12]. Moreover, the collective response
of such ferroelastic domain patterns displays hallmarks for
a glassy behavior as in case of low temperature relaxations
during friction experiments [46] with similarities to patterns in
magnetic spiral systems [63]. The main issue is whether these
very sensitive reactions to external forcing or the interaction
between domains in the ferroelastic phase are purely elastic in
nature or whether wall polarity plays a role [23,32,64,65].
Here we considered only flexoelectric effects and find
that while these effects are small, their effect on the pattern
formation is appreciable. Several features, like the narrowing
of domain walls under electric fields and the periodicity of
several domain walls in comb configurations are a direct
consequence of the local dipole moments in domain walls.
A more complex behavior is found for the progression and
retraction of domain walls driven by an electric field. While
this effect is extremely large under strain fields, the electric
field effect is small unless it generates strain effects near
surfaces, grain boundaries and interfaces. The induced strain
then drives the domain walls very efficiently while the direct
coupling of the wall dipoles with the field is much more
moderate. We have clearly identified the local wall dipoles as
the key structural element, which determines the dynamics of
domain pattern. This effect overrides the simple strain-strain
coupling between domain walls.
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